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BE PARTY SAVVY
HOW TO SURVIVE THE OFFICE CHRISTMAS PARTY –
4 TOP TIPS FROM AN EMPLOYMENT LAWYER

It’s that time of year again. Dreams of Santa
and snow, hideous patterned jumpers and, next

thing you know, you’re wrestling with your menu
selection for... the office Christmas party!

Maybe yours won’t be quite as wild or epic as
the one in the latest Hollywood blockbuster of the
same name but, just in case, here are my top four
tips to bear in mind before rocking up to the party:

1. WHAT GOES ON AT THE PARTY, DOES
NOT NECESSARILY STAY AT THE PARTY
Even if it’s held away from the office and outside
office hours, legally speaking, most office
Christmas parties are still likely to be treated as an
extension of employment.

So, even if recollection of your equality and
diversity policy and disciplinary rules fades with
each glass of fizz, they still apply.

Even if your boss gets drunk, it’s not a green
light for you to do likewise.

Even if you’re tipsy and the classic Last
Christmas is playing loudly, it does not excuse any
invasions of personal space or unwanted physical
contact with colleagues on/off the dance floor.

Losing your inhibitions at the free bar may be
fun at the time, but alcohol-fuelled office gossip,
punch-ups and threatening behaviour can not only
result in a hangover, but a disciplinary hearing.

Sexual harassment of colleagues can result
in both harasser and employer being sued for

sexual harassment. Even if the victim doesn’t
resign and claim constructive dismissal, he/
she can still claim compensation for “injury to
feelings” which is potentially unlimited, though
usually £660-£33,000.

Sounds a bit bah humbug – but it’s all true.

2. THINK TWICE BEFORE POSTING ON
FACEBOOK/INSTAGRAM/TWITTER
Post a compromising photo of your boss or
colleagues and even if you’ve maxed out the FB
privacy settings, it just takes one “friend” to be
sloppy with their tagging or to fall out with you
and deliberately betray you to HR and you could
be collecting your P45 after being found to have
brought your employer into disrepute.

3. DON’T MENTION BREXIT
If you’re a Brexiteer or a Bremoaner, your
philosophical “belief” may be a “protected
characteristic” under the Equality Act 2010.
Consequently, mocking someone who disagrees
with you could lead to you leaving your
employment before the UK leaves the EU.

4. PROTECTION FOR EMPLOYERS
Businesses can protect themselves by emailing
staff before the party, reminding them of point 1
above. Offering a vegetarian food option and
non-alcoholic drinks will usually accommodate
most different faiths and beliefs.

Those who don’t have appropriate policies in
place and haven’t taken reasonably practicable
steps to prevent discrimination and harassment
occurring are completely exposed to the risk
of liability for compensation. If this is your
business, feel free to contact Slate Legal,
ideally before the party, so we can provide you
with appropriate policies and a communications
strategy to protect your business.

These four festive tips should ensure that your
office Christmas do is ho ho ho aaannnddd hhhaaassssssllleee fffrrreeeeee!

James Moss is Managing Partner of Slate
Legal. Call 01633 892438 or visit

www.slatelegal.co.uk


